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According to Vivekananda, religion is a necessity of life. Physical and materialistic needs alone 

do not fully satisfy man, even in the midst of comfort and luxury man craves for something higher. 

This craving is his religious needs. Without seeking satisfaction for which he cannot live. The 

historical fact of the survival of religion itself is an evidence its necessary character. Various social 

and political organizations remain prominent for some time, and then they pass out, but religions 

have continued to live through all circumstances.  

Origin of religion  

According to Vivekananda, 2 theories regarding the origin of religion have gained acceptance:- 

 1. The sprit theory of religion. 

 2. The supernatural theory. 

According to ‘The sprit theory of religion’ some form of spirit worship like ancestor worship is 

the origin of religion while ‘The supernatural theory suggests that nature worship is the beginning 

of religion. 

Nature of religion 

According to Vivekananda, there are 2 aspects of religion:-  

 1. The Inner aspects. 

 2. The external aspects. 



The essence of religion is in the inner aspects. Religion according to Vivekananda is a growth from 

inner aspects. 

▪ A very important feature of religion, according to Vivekananda is that it has a super natural 

content .This element of super-naturality gives to it a uniqueness .This element however is 

the object of religious aspiration and hence represents the core of religion. 

▪ According to Vivekananda , religion we transcends not only the limitations of the sense 

but also the power of reigning ,that is why religion is described as trans-empirical and trans-

rational,  

▪ Religious facts are not like concrete facts discovered by the Science, they are more or less 

abstractions.  In all the highly organized religions they take the purest form of unit 

abstractions, either in the form of an omnipresent being, as an abstract personality called 

God, as a moral law. 

▪ Religion has a value and significance for the individual, but it has a social content also. 

Vivekananda feels that religion provides a secure foundation and an ultimate sanction to 

morality also. Without this sanction ethics will ever remain blind and chaotic. 

▪ Religion is the greatest and the healthiest exercise that the human mind can do. 

According to Vivekananda there are three contents of religion:- 

1. Philosophy 

2. Mythology 

3. Ritual 

 Philosophy seeks to represent the whole scope of that religion, Mythology consist of legends 

relating to the moral and spiritual adventures of men and super-men, Ritual is made-up of forms 

and ceremonies that serve the functions of both keeping men engaged religiously. 

Nature and ideal of universal religion:- 

 It is a historical fact that there have been various religious organizations having different religious 

codes and beliefs. A question arises here how can all these verities be true? How can opposite 

opinions be true at the same time? On answer to a question like this would depend the fate of a 

universal religion. The truly universal religion must rise above these differences.  

According to Vivekananda a universal religion must satisfy at least two conditions:- 

1. It must open its gates to every individual. 

2. It must be able to give satisfaction and comfort to every religious act. 

Is it possible to have a really universal religion? 



 Vivekananda believes that such a religion is already there. We are lost so much in the external 

conflicts of religion that we fail to notice its presence. Vivekananda demonstrates this in a very 

clear way:- 

▪ A simple insight into the natures of different religions will show that they are not 

actually contradictory to each other; they are in fact supplementary to each other. 

▪ Vivekananda wishes to make it clear that there may be contradictory point of the 

view of the same thing. If we take photograph of the same object from different 

angles, two photographs will be a like. Likewise, we view truth in our own ways 

colour them from our own points of views, understand and grasp them in our own 

peculiar ways of understanding.  

▪ Different religions emphasize different qualities of religion and it is not possible to 

find common elements. For example Islam emphasizes on universal brotherhood, 

Hinduism believes in spirituality, Christianity believes in self-purification.it is 

difficult to compare these and, therefore the tenets of universal religion would not 

be the common character of different religions. Vivekananda is not dismayed by 

this because he recognizes the natural necessity of variation by universal religion 

he does not mean a religion that will have one universal Philosophy or one universal 

Ritual. They may differ from sect to sect, yet the universal religion is there. 

The elements of universal religion would consist in:- 

1. It gives perfect liberty to the individual to approach to the religious object 

2. Acceptance is the one watch-word for universal religion. Acceptance is not just tolerance, 

tolerance is negative in its meaning. 

3. The believer in the universal religion has to be broad minded and open hearted. He would 

be prepared to learn from the scriptures of all religions and keep his heart open for what 

may come in the future. 

4. Universal religion is that it has to be acceptable to all minds. It has to satisfy the largest 

possible proportion of mankind and therefore it must be able to supply all the various type 

of mind . 
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